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1 Existing Methodologies10

Numerous methods have been developed to test the threshold entrainment stress11

of cohesive sediments (Fig. 1). The commonality between these multiple methods is that12

they all have a way of controlling the shear stress applied to a substrate.13

The most common method to test the threshold entrainment stress of cohesive sed-14

iments is through the use of a jet tester, which has been employed on a variety of sub-15

strates and environments (Constantine et al., 2009; Hanson & Cook, 2004; Hanson & Si-16

mon, 2001). The jet tester utilizes an impinging jet, normal to the surface of interest,17

to scour the substrate (Fig. 1A). The scour depth is calculated using a point gage, and18

τc of the substrate is back-calculated from the depth of the scour relative to the force19

of the impinging jet. Despite its prevalence, the primary weakness of the jet tester method20

is that it does not provide a method of erosion that is kinematically-comparable to the21

method of erosion naturally experienced by sediment. An impinging jet is kinematically22

different to a normal flow in that the jet tester produces a primarily extensional/contractile23

flow with little vorticity, while a normal flow is a vorticity-dominant, simple shear flow.24

Furthermore, the jet test is subject to a wide range of error associated with the method25

of inducing erosion (Karamigolbaghi et al., 2017). For all these reasons, it is difficult to26

extrapolate a meaningful and useful value from the result produced by the jet tester if27

the goal is to use that value to understand the threshold entrainment stress of sediment28

in response to a horizontally applied fluid shear opposed to an impinging jet.29

Numerous field studies have implemented flumes in the field, in both fluvial and30

marine environments, to induce sediment transport in a comparable manner to how sed-31

iment is transported both in laboratory and natural settings (Fig. 1B). While these flumes32

vary in size and shape, the common principle for their use is to impose a horizontally33

applied fluid shear stress using flow through an open-bottom flume placed on top of the34

substrate of interest. τc for the substrate is determined by monitoring abrupt changes35

in the turbidity of the water flowing through the flume, and contrasting those observed36

changes against the measured shear stress, calculated from the velocity profile of the flow37

(Aberle et al., 2004; C. L. Amos et al., 1992; C. Amos et al., 2004). While this method38

is undeniably effective, it is both cumbersome and expensive. Maneuverability in field39

environments can be a critical asset for a threshold entrainment stress testing device to40

allow for the targeting of either specific morphological features of interest, such as bank41

toes, or avoiding undesirable environmental complexities, such as tree roots or overly-42

large cobbles. As field flumes have been primarily deployed in topographically simple en-43

vironments, such as tidal flats and river beds, maneuverability is not of first-order con-44

cern (Aberle et al., 2004; C. Amos et al., 2004). However, for studies that require the45
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Figure 1. A) Jet tester being deployed in a field setting (Hanson & Cook, 2004); B) Field-

deployable flume (Aberle et al., 2004); C) Gust chamber setup (Work & Schoellhamer, 2018)

targeting of more morphologically complex features for threshold entrainment stress test-46

ing, maneuverability is of paramount concern.47

The method that perhaps best combines an application of shear stress to a sub-48

strate that is comparable with the shear stress exerted by a gravity-driven flow in a chan-49

nel, with the potential for portability in a field setting is the Gust Chamber (Gust, 1990;50

Thomsen & Gust, 2000). The Gust Chamber utilizes a rotating flat plate to shear a col-51

umn of water in a chamber, which in turn exerts a horizontal fluid shear stress on the52

sediment at the bottom of the chamber (Fig. 1C). τc for the substrate is determined by53

monitoring changes in the turbidity of the shearing fluid, and contrasting the observed54

changes against the calculated shear stress at the fluid-substrate boundary. The Gust55

Chamber, and comparable variations of the technology, has been applied in both fluvial56

and marine settings (Work & Schoellhamer, 2018; Thomsen & Gust, 2000; B. A. Law57

et al., 2008; B. Law et al., 2016; Wengrove et al., 2015), however, despite its portabil-58

ity, it is an ex-situ device designed to be used on extracted sediment cores, and thus risks59

measuring a threshold entrainment stress that is not representative of the in-situ thresh-60

old entrainment stress of the substrate. The instrument that we have developed is me-61

chanically most similar to a Gust Chamber in that it exerts a horizontally applied fluid62
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shear stress on the substrate using a rotating blade to shear the fluid which, in turn, shears63

the substrate. However, what distinguishes our new instrument from the Gust chamber64

is that our instrument is specifically meant to measure sediment erodibility in-situ. We65

have employed a more simplified design that allows the user to implement the device with66

ease in the field.67

Parts List68

Table 1. Components required to build an instrument and the versions used in the prototype

design.

Components Prototype Part

DC Motor Dewalt 20 Volt MAX Lithium Ion Cordless drill motor (chuck
and gear box included)

Battery Battery from Dewalt 20 Volt MAX Lithium Ion Cordless drill
motor

Rotary Encoder Signswise 600p/r Incremental Rotary Encoder Dc5-24v Wide
Voltage Power Supply 6mm Shaft

Microcontroller Arduino Uno

Motor Driver Cytron 10A DC Motor Driver Arduino Shield

SD Card Interface HiLetgo Stackable SD Card and TF Card Shield for Arduino
UNO R3 Arduino Mega 2560 + 16GB SD Card

Turbidity Sensor Gravity Analog Turbidity Sensor

Bluetooth Connector KEDSUM Upgraded HC-06 Serial Slave Module, Wireless RF
Transceiver Module with DuPont Cable

Impeller Vacuum cleaner blade

Chamber Acrylic cylinder (17.78cm diameter)

All components were wired in series using a breadboard and powered from the Arduino.69
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Table 2. Arduino pin assignments used for instrument prototype design

Component Lines Pin#

Bluetooth
Connection

RX

Bluetooth
Connection

TX

Motor Driver Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) 6

Motor Driver Direction (DIR) 7

Rotary Encoder A Phase 2

Rotary Encoder B Phase 3

SD Card Interface Master Out Slave In (MOSI) 11

SD Card Interface Master In Slave Out (MISO) 12

SD Card Interface CLK 13

SD Card Interface CS 4

Turbidity Sensor 1 Analog Input A0

Turbidity Sensor 2 Analog Input A1
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